Chores

So, you've got your own apartment or house, but it doesn't clean itself?! Indeed, no one has invented the self-cleaning house quite yet (but we have confidence a Wentworth student can), which means keeping up with all the chores is up to you and the people you live with! Keeping a clean home is about more than aesthetics, it's about your health and ensuring the space exists for you to live your life.

It's a good idea to develop a routine for completing your everyday, weekly, monthly, and annual tasks. At the minimum, plan time for your laundry, dishes, vacuuming, dusting, and cleaning the bathroom. You may find that you want to tackle one weekly task each day while you complete your daily routine, or perhaps you prefer to block off your Sunday morning to turn up your music and tackle everything at once. Build in fun to the work and it'll barely feel like your doing chores. If you live with roommates, create a chore schedule that everyone has access to and can follow easily.